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should not be made either byby
presidential decree or by stustu ¬
dent ballot said Yale
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sity President Kingman BrewBrew
ster in a statement releasedreleased
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Jefused to interfere
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appointmentsmittee on tenure appointments
to grant tenure to Richard J-JJAsso ¬
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of judging itit
I do not doubt that we cancan
improve the ways of judging aaamans worth especially as a-aaieacher as well as in terms ofteacher
of
scholarship
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p1rsue this furtherfurther
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appointment of an ad hoc comcom ¬
policies
mittee to discuss the policiescriteria
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con ¬
Yales tenure system conpro ¬
tains the relatively unusual provision
1sion that an appointment toto
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the rank of Associate ProfessorProfessor
need not include an appointment
appointmentto tenure which is appointmentappointment
appoint ¬
for llifee Usually the appointment to either Associate of FullFull
tenure
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scholars
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has statement BrewsterIn his
Brewster
no
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ap ¬
without risk Since those appointed to tenure stay with thethe
University for a long time theythey
have a determining effect onon
the quality of the institution
institutionand appointments must be mademade
care
with care-

pointed out

Brewster emphasized that inin
the standards established forfor
teachingteaching
tenure appointments
andwas an important factor and
publish- ¬
that its relationship to publish
ed research would vary fromfrom
field to field

